WHAT WERE THEY THINKING - A Social Reality Comedy
While passing through the Albertan towns of Glendon, Vegreville, Vilna and Mundare,
you would feast upon the sight of a giant egg, an oversized pyrogy, large mushrooms
and a huge Ukrainian sausage. A breakfast to satisfy any colossal appetite! Then stop in
La Crosse, Wisconsin and wash it all down with the world’s largest 6-pack of beer.
Who built the largest talking penguin? How? And more importantly, why? Comic Sean
Cullen delves deep to uncover the wackiest monuments ever constructed, the people
who built them, the communities that house them and the zany secrets behind these
crazy sites in “What Were They Thinking?”.
When confronted by Chuck The Channel Cat, 25 feet of feline charm, Sean does not
flinch. He heads straight for the chamber of commerce to find out more, chatting with
the local Mayor and townsfolk to see how everyone feels about Chuck and quizzes the
tourists who have flocked to see this furry wonder.
In each one-hour episode Sean visits up to five roadside attractions, keeping the pace
fast and light. He explores the stories behind each monument with wit and gentle
humour. Each episode is “themed”, looking at food, animals and miscellaneous objects.
We present “Sean’s top ten” of the ugliest, funniest, most attractive, most practical and
most obscure.
“What Were They Thinking?” tells stories so that every monument is unique and reveals,
in a humorous way, the underlying story of how the attraction came to be and events
that took place since the monument was built. Besides the story of a monument’s
inception and creation, we may have found that weddings take place on it or near it.
Maybe a piece of it is constantly stolen or maybe a great prank was once perpetrated
because of it. Each story is unique.
There are literally thousands of these roadside attractions, scattered in small towns
across North America. These monuments to bad taste tell us something about the
people and their communities, and each segment is a mini documentary, a social
commentary on the rural mosaic that binds us all together.
Humorous, informative and just plain fun, “What Were They Thinking” is the world’s
biggest reality comedy.
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